
🔴 Some people believe school children should be given multiple short 
vacations, while others believe they should get one long vacation. 
Give the advantages of both and express your own point of view.

      The process concept of holidays is an integral part of children’s education. A 
number of people agree children should be in on the a rather long term Holiday 
to some extent. However, some believe that it they had better be shorter. We 
will consider both sides of discussion in this essay.

On the one hand, those who support short vocations cite the potential benefits 
that those bring to children., One of which is to lessen the risk of children being 
children far away schools, for instance, annual holidays in the USA’s schools are 
merely 15 days which contribute to learners do not unconsciously being 
disadvantaged take an educational toll on by this situation by fora lack of being 
at school, and forgetting their lessons in over time. Another argument is 
emotional relationships that pupils are used to having with their peers there. 
This is considereds as a remarkable role in upbringing up and educating a child, 
due tobecause he who might aspires to has have some friends at school that 
long-term vacation causes his him to be deprived.

By contrast, opponents of this view point out that short-term vacations give 
insufficient time to children. It is not advisable, or even undermining deletorious 
to the children’s wellbeing in their holidays. Moreover, critics of multiple short 
vacations also highlight the difficulty in concentrating helping students 
concentrate on their courses symptomatic of their discontinuous education. 
Finally, it must be said that device devising a plan for going on a trip needs 
adequate opportunity; as a result, ever-rising amounts of time of the time off is 
the best option to be fulfilled this function by students’ parents.

In conclusion, I would tend to side with the opponents of multiple short 
vacations. It seems to be unreasonable to lose the golden time in pupils’ life till 
so that they could travel more long-time, without any educationg during the 
corresponding period. It will impulsively unwittingly cause academic 
underperformance.   


